
The Antonine Wall 

The Ravenna Cosmography lists ten names of civitates ‘connected with each other where 

Britain is narrowest’: Velunia  Volitanio  Pexa  Begesse  Colanica  Medionemeton  

Subdobiadon  Litana  Cibra  Credigone.  Those names obviously belong on the Antonine 

Wall, which ran across the central belt of Scotland, from the Firth of Clyde to the Firth of 

Forth, but where on the map do these names belong. 

This text no longer needs to summarise the available archaeological and historical evidence, 

because the superb 2014 thesis of Darrell Rohl is now available online.  Let’s just mention a 

few dates.  Construction of the Wall started in AD 142, and it remained the northern limit of 

the Empire up to AD 162, when the Roman army pulled back south to Hadrian’s Wall.  

Romans also campaigned in Scotland under Agricola in AD 70 and under Severus in AD 211. 

The unknown Cosmographer probably probably just lifted names off ancient maps and knew 

little of the military logic behind the forts.  Velunia supplies a fixed point at the east end of 

the Wall, after which fitting the other nine names to archaeological-known sites depends on 

guessing what those name might have meant.  Languages in play definitely included Latin, 

plus probably several flavours of Celtic (Cumbrian and Pictish) and the native tongues of 

Roman troops, with coastal and Rhineland Germanic prominent.  Despite what books say, 

precursors of Gaelic and English were probably widespread in Roman times, too. 

 

Carriden NT02558078 fort+vicus on R road Velunia 

Kinneil NS97748037 fortlet   

Inveravon NS95107967 small fort   

Mumrills NS91857943 largest  cavalry Volitanio 

Falkirk-Camelon NS86308097 twin forts  Pexa? 

Watling Lodge NS86277978 fortlet   

Rough Castle NS84357985 1.0 acres best preserved  

Seabegs Wood NS81177921 fortlet   

Castlecary NS78977826 3.5 acres on curved ridge Begesse 

Westerwood NS76077735 2.0 acres   

Croy Hill NS7335 7652 1.5 acres old hamlet  

Bar Hill NS70757593 3.2 acres highest Colanica 

Auchendavy NS67767492 2.7 acres  Medionemeton 

Kirkintilloch  3.5   

Glasgow Bridge NS63667310 fortlet   

Cadder NS61677253 2.8 acres nr r Kelvin  

Wilderness Plantn. NS57507249 small   

Balmuildy NS58117169 4.0 acres stone early Subdobiadon? 

Summerston NS57427245 small   

Bearsden NS54627210 2.4 acres inside Glasgow Litana? 

Castlehill NS52487261 3.2 acres fort+fortlet  

Duntocher NS49537264 0.5 acres   

Old Kilpatrick NS46007315 4.2 acres end of wall Cibra 

Whitemoss Farm NS41837210  south of Clyde Credigone 

Thanks to Mike Haseler for prompting a fresh look at these names in 2018.  Unfortunately he insists on a weird 

way of matching seven forts on the Wall known by Sawley editors of the Historia Brittonum to the ten names 

mentioned by the Cosmography. 
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